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Abstract

Background: Laser evoked potentials are increasingly used to in-
vestigate the integrity of the nociceptive system. Laser heat stimuli 
can activate Aδ fibers, activation of C-fibers remains difficult. This 
study attempts to stimulate Aδ and C fibers separately with a ‘grid’ 
to generate respectively late and ultra-late LEPs. A ‘grid’ is a thin 
aluminum plate used as a spatial filter to stimulate C-fibers. Fur-
thermore, study subjects pressed a button upon detecting a laser 
stimulus which was used to measure reaction times (RT) following 
diode laser stimulation.

Methods: Cutaneous heat stimuli were applied at the Th12 and L5 
dermatome in seventeen volunteers. Conduction velocities (CV) 
were calculated by measuring latencies of P2 and reaction times 
(RT).

Results: Stimulation condition Th12
no-grid showed a P2late response at 

330 ± 47 ms and L5
no-grid at 413 ± 53 ms. Mean reaction time during 

Th12
no-grid was 537 ± 146 ms, L5

no-grid 784 ± 334 ms, Th12
grid 710 ± 195 

ms and L5
grid 1,391 ± 336 ms. During stimulation block Th12

grid and 
L5

grid ultra-late LEPS could not reliably be generated. Median con-
duction velocities (CV) and their corresponding range were calcu-
lated. The median CVRT no grid was 5.8 m/s (range 1.2 - 43.3). The 
median CVLEP no grid was 13.8 m/s (range 4.7 - 45.4). The median 
CVRT grid was 1.9 m/s (range 0.8 - 3.7). Ultra-late LEPs could not 
be generated, although subjects mentioned a long lasting burning 
pain during Th12

grid and L5
grid.

Conclusions: This study questions the feasibility of the ‘grid’ to 

reliably generate C-fiber responses. Pressing a button upon laser 
stimulus detection seems preferable for identifying C-fiber stimula-
tion in the lower limb, whereas for Aδ nociceptive pathways laser 
evoked potentials might be of use.
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Introduction

Laser evoked potentials are increasingly used for investigat-
ing the functional integrity of the nociceptive system [1, 2]. 
A synchronized activation of cutaneous nociceptors by laser 
stimuli allows the recording of time-locked neural responses 
[3]. Several studies showed abnormal LEPs in patients suf-
fering peripheral, radicular, spinal, midbrain and supraspinal 
neuraxis lesions [1]. To diagnose patients more specifically 
regarding different nerve diseases, it is essential to investi-
gate the Aδ and C-system separately and in relation to each 
other. Thinly myelinated (Aδ) and unmyelinated (C) nocicep-
tors have distinct electrophysiological properties. The LEPs 
related to Aδ-fibers and C-fiber activations are characterized 
by different latencies reflecting different conduction veloci-
ties (CV) of these fibers in the peripheral nerves and spinal 
cord [4]. Differences in heat activation threshold and epider-
mal distribution density have been used to activate C-fibers 
separately [5, 6]. Furthermore, when nerve compression was 
used to selectively block Aδ-fibers ‘ultra-late’ LEPS were 
isolated [7]. The use of a special grid seems to be the most 
feasible method to generate a C-fiber related brain potential 
[8]. A grid is a thin aluminium plate used as a spatial filter to 
selectively stimulate C-fibers. The aim of this study was to 
calculate conduction velocities of peripheral Aδ and C fibers 
in healthy volunteers and to test the feasibility of a grid for 
stimulating C-fibers. In order to calculate conduction veloci-
ties of peripheral nociceptive fibers we measured latencies 
of LEP components. Furthermore, study subjects pressed a 
button upon the detection of a Aδ- or C-fiber mediated heat 
stimulus, in order to calculate reaction times and conduction 
velocities [9, 10].
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Materials and Methods
   

Subjects

Experiments were performed on a group of 17 healthy vol-
unteers (11 men and 6 women) aged 23 to 64 years (mean ± 
SD: 40.9 ± 14.0). None of the volunteers were taking medi-
cations or reported a (neurological) disease that might affect 
pain perception. Our research group has experience with the 
application of laser stimuli and interpreting evoked brain po-
tentials [11]. Verbal informed consent was obtained before 
entering the study and all participants were free to withdraw 
at any time. Participation in this study was in accordance with 
the local Ethics Committee. Participants were positioned on 
a comfortable bed in a quiet room kept at 21 - 23 °C, while 
the light was dimmed. Skin temperature of the foot was mea-
sured before and after the experiment. When the temperature 
was lower than 30 °C, a heat lamp was used during the ex-
periment to keep the feet warm. Participants were asked to 
relax but focus on the sensation of the laser stimulus, to keep 
their eyes open, gazing slightly upwards at a fixed point on 
the wall. Both the participants and experimenters wore pro-
tective laser goggles during the stimulations.

Laser

Cutaneous stimuli were applied with a 980 nm diode laser 
(Biolitec, Ceram Optec, Germany). The skin was blackened 
with East Indian ink (Pelikan, Hannover, Germany) to re-
duce superficial reflectance of the skin, to increase absorp-
tion of the laser light and to rule out bias by difference in skin 
pigmentation [12]. The laser onset was triggered manually 
and in silence. To stimulate the Aδ fibers, a stimulus dura-
tion of 20 ms, stimulation power of 2.5 W and a spot size 
hand piece (Biolitec, Ceramoptec, Germany) was used. The 
intensity of the stimulus was approximately 10.2 mJ/mm2. 
The location between subsequent stimuli was slightly altered 
to minimize habituation, nociceptor sensitization and skin ir-
ritation. Interstimulus duration randomly varied between 6 
and 14 seconds. Laser stimulation with a special grid was 
used to selectively activate C-fibers. This grid was a 0.1 mm 
thin titanium plate, measuring 40 mm in length and 60 mm in 
width. In a 25 mm × 25 mm square of this plate, 26 parallel 
lines were drawn every 1 mm, producing 26 × 26 intersec-
tions. A total of 676 (26 × 26) tiny holes were drilled at these 
intersections, each with a diameter of 0.4 mm (0.125 mm2) 
[8]. This spatial filter was placed close to the skin to reduce 

Figure 1. Stimulation protocol. Each stimulation block comprises ten cutaneous laser stimuli, followed by a short break of 30 seconds. 
First, three stimulation blocks were applied at the dorsum of the right foot (L5 dermatoma) with grid. Three stimulation blocks were ap-
plied at the same location without the use of a grid. After a 20 minute break, three stimulation blocks were applied at the 12th thoracic 
vertebra (Th12 dermatoma) with grid. Subsequently followed by three stimulation blocks without grid at the same location.

Figure 2. Grand averages of laser evoked potential recordings during stimulation block L5
no-grid.
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the effect of diffraction. The laser beam was directed to the 
skin using the 2.5 mm diameter optic hand piece. The array 
of holes allowed a 2.5 mm laser beam to pass through 4 to 
6 holes depending on placement of the hand piece. Stimu-
lus duration was 20 ms and stimulation power of 4 W. The 
stimulus energy was approximately 8.2 mJ (4 holes) to 12.2 
mJ (6 holes). The stimulation sites were the dorsum of the 
right foot (L5 dermatome) and the 12th thoracic vertebra 
(Th12 dermatome).

Stimulation protocol

Four different stimulation conditions were used. Session 1 
included stimulation on the dorsum of the right foot with a 
grid (L5

grid) and stimulation on the dorsum of the right foot 
without a grid (L5

no-grid). Session 2 included stimulation on 
the back with a grid (Th12

grid) and stimulation on the back 
without a grid (Th12

no-grid). Every stimulation block, compris-
ing 10 laser stimuli, was followed by a short break of 30 
seconds. Each stimulation condition comprises three stimu-
lation blocks (30 laser stimuli in total). Before switching the 
stimulation location to Th12, there was a twenty minute break 
(Fig. 1).

Recording and processing

Evoked potential (EP) recordings were made using silver 
disc electrodes attached to the scalp according to the Interna-
tional 10-20 system. Exploring electrodes Pz, Cz, C3 and C4 
from the vertex were linked to reference electrodes at both 
earlobes (A1, A2). Impedance was kept below 5 kΩ. EOG 
was recorded for eye movement artifact filtering. Record-
ings showing blinks, eye movements or any other artifacts 
were manually deleted followed by off-line response averag-
ing and analysis. EP signals were sampled at 500 Hz after 
band-pass filtering (0.2 - 30 Hz). EP epochs were recorded 
for 2,000 ms with no pre-stimulation delay. Medelec Syner-

gy (Viasys Healthcare, UK) was used to store single sweeps.

Conduction velocities

The participants were instructed to press a button with the 
index finger of the dominant hand when they perceived a 
painful sensation [9, 10]. Mean reaction times (RT) were 
measured over each stimulation block (10 stimuli). The con-
duction distance (CD) between the two stimuli sites (L5 and 
Th12) was measured from the dorsum of the right foot to the 
12th thoracic vertebra along the leg and buttock. The con-
duction velocities (m/s) of the peripheral nociceptive nerves 
in the leg were calculated using the differences in peak laten-
cies (P2) and differences in reaction times.

Statistical analysis

The calculated conduction velocities of CVRT no grid and 
CVLEP no grid showed a non-normal distribution. Therefore, 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare CVRT no 
grid with CVLEP no grid. Statistical significance was defined 
as P < 0.05.

 
Results

  
Seventeen healthy volunteers participated in the study. One 
participant was excluded because he was not able to feel the 
laser stimulations.

Grand averages and latencies of LEP signals

For every volunteer, three sets of ten averaged single sweeps 
were recorded (Fig. 1). Three participants were excluded for 
the LEP measurements, but included for the reaction time 
measurements. The LEP signals of these participants were 
contaminated by eye signals or muscle artifacts and during 

Figure 3. Grand averages of laser evoked potential recordings during stimulation block Th12
no-grid.
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the experiment it was not possible to control these artifacts. 
In all other participants reliable LEP signals were generated 
during stimulation block Th12

no-grid and L5
no-grid. In Figure 2 

and 3 grand averages of LEP recordings are presented. Mean 
latency of P2 for stimulation condition Th12

no-grid and L5
no-grid 

were 330 ± 47ms and 413 ± 53ms respectively (Table 1). 
During laser stimulation with the use of a grid (Th12

grid and 
L5

grid), no reliable C-fiber-mediated ultra-late LEPs were 
generated. All study subjects mentioned they experienced a 
longer lasting burning pain. Sensations were clearly differ-
ent compared to Aδ stimulation and likely to correspond to 
C-fiber mediated pain. However, no cortical ultra-late LEPs 
were recorded.

Reaction times

The mean reaction time for condition Th12
no-grid and L5

no-grid 
was 537 ± 146 ms and 784 ± 334ms respectively. Stimula-
tion condition Th12

grid and L5
grid showed mean reaction times 

of 710 ± 195 ms and 1,391 ± 336 ms respectively (Table 1). 
In two participants, one set of ten averaged reaction time 
measurements was equal during stimulation condition L5

grid 
and L5

no-grid, most likely because of concurrent activation of 
Aδ fibers during condition L5

grid. These measurements were 
subsequently excluded. 

Conduction velocities

The conduction distances (CD) between the dorsum of the 
foot and the 12th thoracic vertebra (1.23 m ± 0.17) were 
used to calculate conduction velocities based on reaction 

times (CVRT) and latency (P2) measurements (CVLEP). The 
calculated conduction velocities of CVRT no grid and CVLEP 
no grid showed a non-normal distribution, therefore we pres-
ent median conduction velocities and their corresponding 
range (Table 2). The range indicates dispersion of data, as 
it shows the smallest and greatest observation. The median 
CVRT no grid was 5.8 m/s (range 1.2 - 43.3). The median 
CVLEP was 13.8 m/s (range 4.7 - 45.4). Statistical analysis, 
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, showed CVRT no grid 
was significantly lower than CVLEP no grid (P < 0.05). The 
median CVRT grid was 1.9 m/s (range 0.8 - 3.7) (Table 2).

Discussion
  
Our study questions the feasibility of the ‘grid method’ for 
generating an ultra-late LEP response in healthy subjects. 
In literature the ‘grid method’ is presented as the most eli-
gible technique for stimulating C-fibers and generating cor-
responding ultra-late LEP responses [4, 6]. However, as our 
study and former literature demonstrates, the selective acti-
vation of C-fiber receptors and recording of the related ‘ultra 
late LEP’ brain potentials remains difficult [13]. Since ultra-
late LEPs are not reliably present in all healthy subjects, they 
have not been used to test the integrity of C-fiber mediated 
nociceptive pathways in patients. It remains a challenge to 
find an (alternative) method for reliably generating ultra-late 
LEPs, since it might provide a framework for objectively 
demonstrating the selective loss of unmyelinated nociceptive 
fibers. In our study, peak detection during stimulation blocks 
L5

grid and Th12
grid was not possible. Thus, C-fiber mediated 

Table 1. Laser-Evoked Potentials Peak Latencies (P2) and Reaction Times (RT)

Table 2. Conduction Velocities (CV) of Peripheral Aδ Fibers and C Fibers

Conduction velocities (CV) of peripheral Aδ fibers (CVLEP no grid and CVRT no grid) and 
C fibers (CVRT grid).

L5
no-grid latency L5

no-grid RT Th12
no-grid latency Th12

no-gridRT L5
grid RT Th12

grid RT

Mean (ms) 413 784 330 537 1,391 710

SD (ms) 53 334 47 146 336 195

CVLEP   no grid CVRT     no grid CVRT grid

Median (m/s) 13.8 5.8 1.9

Range (m/s) 4.7 - 45.4 1.2 - 43.3 0.8 - 3.7
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cortical responses, as presented by Obi et al [4], could not 
be reproduced in this study because of the low peak-to-peak 
amplitude. The low peak-to-peak amplitude could have been 
improved to minimize the distance between the stimulation 
and recording, because the peak-latency jitter decreases and 
subsequently peak detection improves [2]. During stimula-
tion with a grid, cutaneous heat stimulation area varied as the 
laser beam was passing though 4 (0.5 mm2) to 6 (0.76 mm2) 
holes. The stimulation intensity was approximately between 
8.15-12.2 mJ/mm2. Former studies used a stimulus intensity 
of 8.5 ± 1.8 mJ/mm2 for C-fiber activation [14]. We find it 
remarkable that during stimulation block Th12

grid and L5
grid all 

subjects experienced a burning, long lasting sensation corre-
sponding to C-fiber mediated ‘second’ pain. Strikingly, these 
clearly C-fiber mediated sensations were not subsequently 
followed by reliable generated ultra-late LEPs. Nonetheless, 
the measured reaction times clearly correspond to expected 
values, indicating C-fibers were stimulated. According to the 
‘first come first serve hypothesis’, Aδ-fiber stimulation needs 
to be avoided in order to observe C-fiber mediated ‘ultra-late 
LEPs [15]. During stimulation block Th12

grid and L5
grid we did 

not observe an Aδ-fiber mediated cortical response. Another 
factor that needs to be discussed, is the laser beam diameter 
in relation to the density distribution of Aδ- and C-fiber ter-
minals. Former studies assumed the spatial distribution of 
Aδ- and C-fiber terminals has a Poisson distribution with a 
average occurrence of kD = 0.5/mm2 and kC = 5/mm2 [3]. 
In our experiment the laser stimulus covers ± 5 holes corre-
sponding to a total stimulation area of 0.625 mm2. The prob-
ability of no Aδ-fiber activation P(NAδ(A) = 0) = 0.73 in our 
experiment. Ideally, the probability of no Aδ-fiber activation 
is ≥ 0.9. Our failure to record ultra-late LEPs might partially 
be explained by a suboptimal amount of isolated C-fiber re-
sponses to extract ultra-late LEPs by averaging due to con-
current Aδ-fiber activation. Calculated median conduction 
velocities of Aδ fibers (CVRT no grid) were 5.8 m/s (range 
1.2 - 43.3) and (CVLEP no grid) 13.8 m/s (range 4.7 - 45.4). 
The difference between the median CVRT and CVLEP no grid 
can be explained by concurrent activation of C-fibers during 
laser stimulation without grid. Although no ultra-late LEPs 
were visible during EP registration, study subjects might 
have responded to C-fiber stimulation by pressing the but-
ton. During C-fiber stimulation (CVRT grid) calculated me-
dian conduction velocities were 1.9 m/s (range 0.8 - 3.7). 
Both measured Aδ and C-fiber mediated reaction times and 
conduction velocities equal values described in former lit-
erature [4, 16]. However, the variability in the measurements 
with the diode laser was greater than results presented by 
Tran et al and Obi et al, using a CO2 laser [4]. The wider 
range of age (23 to 64 years) in our research group could 
also be an explanation, as age can influence latency time [2]. 
Measuring the reaction time with a button is a method to 
objectivate if the pain stimulus was perceived. Moreover, it 
enables discrimination between Aδ and C-fibers activation. 

Furthermore, it provides an alternative method to calcu-
late conduction time and conduction velocity. It had been 
shown that pressing a button (a so-called motor task) upon 
perceiving a stimulus does not affect the latency of the P2late 
of late LEP’s as compared to the situation without the mo-
tor task [9, 10]. Thus, in this study we did not succeed to 
reliably generate C-fiber cortical responses with the use of 
a grid. However, the grid seems feasible for stimulating C-
fibers, as study participants mentioned a burning pain during 
stimulation block L5

grid and Th12
grid. With the help of a but-

ton we calculated conduction velocities of Aδ and C-fibers 
which approaches former literature. This study questions 
the feasibility of the ‘grid method’ for reliably generating 
ultra-late LEP fiber responses. Since pressing a button upon 
laser stimulus detection is simple, reliable and user-friendly 
it might be in particular preferable for assessing the integrity 
of C-fiber nociceptive pathways in the lower limb, whereas 
for Aδ nociceptive pathways laser evoked potentials might 
be of use.
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